INTRODUCTION
A substantial portion of the theory of quantum fields can be formulated in an abstract Hilbert space context. Traditionally, however, construction of the Wick products of free quantum fields at a point of space-time have relied heavily on symmetries of the space-time, which allow the application of harmonic analysis [6, 9-l 11. Here we show how essential aspects of the theory may be developed in the general context of a complex Hilbert space H equipped with a self-adjoint operator A such that A 2 EI for some E > 0. (In physical applications A plays the part of the "single-particle free hamiltonian.") In particular, for any continuous linear functionals f, , . . . . fn on Dm(A) (with its natural FrechCt topology) the Wick product :@(fi) . . . @(f,): exists as a sesquilinear form characterized by a generalization of the Heisenberg commutation relations.
This approach allows a unified development of the theory, which may then be applied in a wide variety of contexts. For brevity we consider only the case of Bose fields. We give illustrative applications to the theory of the 212 JOHN CBAEZ massive neutral scalar field on space-times of the form iw x M, M an arbitrary complete Riemannian manifold.
For a somewhat related study of Wick products, see [8] , Some of the following material first appeared in the author's thesis [I] . The author would like to thank his thesis advisor, Irving Segal, for help and inspiration.
WICK PRODUCTS AS SESQUILINEAR FORMS
Given a complex Hilbert space H, there is a unique "free Bose field" (K, W, I', u) characterized by the following properties:
(c) r is a strongly continuous unitary representation of U(H) on K such that for any UEU(H) and fcH, f(U) W(f)ZJU)-'= W(Uf), and for every positive self-adjoint operator A on H, the self-adjoint generator of the group r(eirA) on K is positive.
(d) The vector UEK is cyclic for the action of the W(f) and invariant under the r(U).
Given f E H, the "field operator" @p(f) is defined to be the self-adjoint generator of the group W(tf ), t E [w. Given a self-adjoint operator A on H, C(A) is defined to be the self-adjoint generator of the group T(eirA) on K.
In what follows, we will assume that A is a self-adjoint operator on H with A > EI for some E > 0. Define the FrechCt space H, to be the vector space Dm(4=n,,o D(A") with the seminorms /IA".II. Let H=dT(A); by the above we have H > 0. Define the Frechtt space K, to be the vector space WH) = nnz,O D(H") with the seminorms (((H+ Z)".(l. As shown in [93, for any f E H the operator G(f) is essentially self-adjoint on D"(H), and if n 2 0 is an integer there is a constant c such that ll(H+V'@(fbll<c IIA"fll JI(H+Z)"+"*xll for all f E @A") and XED(H"+"*).
As a consequence, the map (f, x)~@(f )x is continuous from H, xK, to K,. To treat Wick products of field operators we will use a related continuity result for the "annihilation operator" a(f) = 2 -lj2( c@( f) + i@( if)), where f rz H. By the above, the map (f, x)+-+a(f)x is continuous from H, x K, to K,, but a stronger statement is true: Ilfll'dZJP)< ll,4-"f~~*d~(A*").
As is well known, llfl12dT(P)=a(f)*a(f), and A>0 implies dP(AZm) < dT(A)2" = Hz". Thus we have IIH"4f)xll GC IV-WI ll(H+Z)"+"xll.
1
The above proposition lets us define annihilation operators a(f) for all f~ H*, as follows. For any integer n let H, denote the completion of D(A") in the norm ll,4".11. The proposition implies that the function (f,x)C*a(f)x from H,xK, to K, extends uniquely to a continuous function a,, : H, x K, + K, . If n < m, we identify H, with a subspace of H, and identify the restriction of a, to H, with a,. Moreover we may identify the vector space H*, with the union UE, H, (in a conjugate-linear manner). Relative to these identifications, the union of the functions a, is a function from Hz x K, to K,, which we again write as (f, x) I+ a(f )x.
We topologize the space H*, as the inductive limit of the Banach spaces H,. As such, Hz is a barrelled space, so the uniform boundedness principle applies [3] . Thus the function (f, x) pax is jointly continuous from Hz xK, to K,. Then for aIlf EH$, geH,, and x, yeK,, 
as operators from K, to itself, hence
To prove uniqueness we use the following: 
where the factor of A" occurs in the ith place. As may be checked by formula for H above. Since these two operators commute on a common domain of essential selfadjointness, namely SkH n D, we have II(l@ ... @A"@ ... @1)x,1) < IlH"Xkll.
By (2), (3), and (4) we have It follows that for any n B 0, x E D, we have llH"f(U)xj) <(~a-')" /\Hnfmtl)x\\.
Since D is dense in K, this inequality is also valid for any XE K,, so r(U) is continuous from K, to itself, as was to be shown. Next suppose U and U-' are continuous from H, to itself. Then T(U) and r( U-') are continuous from K, to itself, so i~(U*f)x=a,w(tu*f)X(,=o=d,f(U-1) w(ff)r(u)xl,=o By the continuity stated in part (a) of Theorem 3, this equation holds for alIf,, . . ..f.,~Wk. I
FREE BOSE FIELDS ON MANIFOLDS
We now apply the general theory to the case of free Bose fields on manifolds. In these applications H, is a subspace of the space of sections of a vector bundle over a manifold. In what follows, manifolds will always be assumed paracompact and C O". PROPOSITION 6. Let C*(X, E) be the space of C" sections of a C" real vector bundle E over a manifold X. Let H be a complex Hilbert space, let A be a self-adjoin1 operator on I-4 such that A >, EI for some E > 0, and suppose that there is a continuous real-linear embedding T: H, + C w (X, E). Then given us C*(X, E)* there is a unique element T'p E H% such that for all f EH,, Re(T#u(f))=u(Tf). ProojI The only point that is not a direct consequence of Theorem 3 is the existence of a unique function T# with the required properties. Here note that given a continuous real functional ,u on V, T#,u must be a complex-linear functional on H, with Re( T "p( f )) = p( Tf). This implies that T#p(f) =p(Tf) + i-'p(T(if)).
With this definition it is easy to see that T# has the required properties. 1
The hypotheses of the above proposition are applicable to Minkowskian and Euclidean free quantum fields, as well as to "light-cone" and "infinite momentum frame" quantization (in mathematical terms, the Goursat problem [2] ) and white noise on complete Riemannian manifolds [ll] . Note that Cm(.I', E)* contains functionals f of the form
where p E X, q E (E,)*, and D is any linear differential operator on E with C" coefficients. This permits the definition of pointwise Wick products of fields and their derivatives. As a concrete and notationally simple example, consider the "free neutral scalar field of mass m" on Iw x h4, where M is a complete Riemannian manifold. Here the Hilbert space H is taken to be a space of Cauchy data for real solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation Proof: This is a consequence of Theorem 3, Proposition 6, and the fact that the map p H T# (6,) is C" (in the Frechet sense) from R x M to H*, with its inductive limit topology. m
The Wick power q(p)": is defined to be the sesquilinear form :cP(P~)~~~cP(P,): with ply . . . . pn =p E R x M. When integrated against sufficiently smooth functions on R x M, the Wick powers give rise to densely defined operators on K. The following result illustrates this. An examination of the proof of this theorem makes it clear that it could be sharpened in a number of directions; in particular, the estimate (8) could be replaced by one which only required a certain number of derivatives off(r, q) with respect to t to lie in L'.
Suppose that fe C,"(R x M) is real-valued, so that swX Mf(~) :cp(p)": as defined in Theorem 8 is a densely defined symmetric operator. It is of some interest to find conditions under which this operator admits self-adjoint extensions, and when such extensions are unique. Existing results along these lines include the following. If n = 1, the operator is essentially selfadjoint on D"(H). By the technique of [ll], if f is even with respect to t the operator admits a self-adjoint extension, not known to be unique. An essential self-adjointness result for arbitrary n, applicable to special choices off and M, appears in [7] .
To conclude, we prove the following result for n = 2: T=2jRxMf(t,q) T(t)dtdq
